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Abstract—Object detection and recognition is a key component
of autonomous robotic vehicles, as evidenced by the continuous
efforts made by the robotic community on areas related to object
detection and sensory perception systems. This paper presents a
study on multisensor (camera and LIDAR) late fusion strategies
for object recognition. In this work, LIDAR data is processed as
3D points and also by means of a 2D representation in the form
of depth map (DM), which is obtained by projecting the LIDAR
3D point cloud into a 2D image plane followed by an upsampling
strategy which generates a high-resolution 2D range view. A
CNN network (Inception V3) is used as classification method
on the RGB images, and on the DMs (LIDAR modality). A 3D-
network (the PointNet), which directly performs classification
on the 3D point clouds, is also considered in the experiments.
One of the motivations of this work consists of incorporating the
distance to the objects, as measured by the LIDAR, as a relevant
cue to improve the classification performance. A new range-
based average weighting strategy is proposed, which considers
the relationship between the deep-models’ performance and the
distance of objects. A classification dataset, based on the KITTI
database, is used to evaluate the deep-models, and to support the
experimental part. We report extensive results in terms of single
modality i.e., using RGB and LIDAR models individually, and
late fusion multimodality approaches.

Index Terms—Robotic perception, LIDAR, classifiers fusion,
machine learning

I. INTRODUCTION

The field of robotic-perception has been developed con-
siderably in terms of detecting and recognizing objects in
the environment [1], [2], which strongly contributes to the
technological progress in advanced robotics and autonomous
vehicles. The growing field related to artificial perception for
intelligent/autonomous vehicles (IV/AV), aggregating knowl-
edge from several areas, such as electrical engineering, mecha-
tronics, computing, statistics, and machine learning/artificial
intelligent (ML/AI), has been achieving very promising and
encouraging results on multisensor perception for autonomous
vehicles [3].

Robotic perception can be understood as the process in
which an autonomous robot (or vehicle) interprets sensor data
collected on-board, in order to understand the world around
it, thus allowing decision-making in an optimized and secure
way. As pointed out by [3]–[5], sensory perception is not
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Fig. 1: This is an example obtained from KITTI 2D Object
Detection Dataset showing the environment as “observed” by a
robotic-vehicle. The 3D point cloud is coloured proportionally
to the measured range. In the last row there are the projected
point sets in the neighbour region of pedestrians, vehicles, and
a cyclist.

a trivial task. When it comes to object detection in real-
world conditions, many difficulties are posed. For example,
pedestrian detection is known to be such a quite challenging
task for a AI-based perception system since people appearance
depends on clothing, body articulation, and it may suffer
influence of occlusion and lighting [6].

Several sensors capture data from the environment in dif-
ferent ways, such as cameras, radars, stereo systems, 2D
lasers, and LIDARs [3]. The image data processing has been
researched not only in the past, but also in recent years,
achieving very significant results in image recognition tasks,
especially with the progress of modern machine learning
techniques and deep learning [7], [8]. Therefore, the relevance
of using cameras in a perception system is unanimous. How-
ever, cameras have considerable sensibility to varying ambient
lighting and may need further lighting to capture images at
night [9]. LIDAR sensors, on the other hand, have attracted
interest in many applications, particularly those involving
perception systems because they provide “physical” and direct
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Fig. 2: Clustered 3D data points belonging to a pedestrian, a
car, and a cyclist. A dataset including clustered objects were
used to train a 3D deep-neural network (PointNet).

information regarding detected objects i.e., LIDAR provides
three-dimensional representations (usually in the form of point
clouds) of the surrounding, it can operate at poor-illumination
conditions, and provides intensity data as well. However,
LIDAR sensors have some disadvantages such as the limited
range and sparseness of points at a large distance [9].

One way to improve autonomous robotic systems, and
autonomous driving, is by sensor fusion strategies, such as
combining camera (RGB) and LIDARs (in the form of 3D
point clouds, or range view, or bird-view representations)
data. In the context of combining data from multiple sensors
via a CNN model, three strategies can be considered: early,
intermediate or late fusion [10]–[13]. The scope of this paper
encompasses late fusion techniques.

Figure 1 illustrates an example of camera and LIDAR
combination for object detection, by the projection of cali-
brated LIDAR data (3D points) into the image-frame. The
corresponding 3D point clouds of a car, pedestrian, and a
cyclist can be seen in Fig. 2. It is possible to note that the
set of LIDAR data points were segmented/clustered i.e., the
backgrounds and foregrounds points were removed.

Regarding algorithms, the convolutional neural networks
(CNN) are the state of the art to process images and have
obtained highly satisfactory results for image classification of
objects [7], [14]–[18]. For point clouds, there are algorithms
that perform the detection, extraction and removal of outliers,
such as 3DmFV, Multi-resolution Surface Variation, PointNet,
PointNet++ [2], [19]–[21]. Although technology wises, cam-
eras and LIDARs have both strengths and weaknesses. There-
fore, combining information from different sensors might con-
tribute to enhance the performance of a perception system. The
improvement of such a system does not depend exclusively
on the sensors, hence new algorithms and fusion techniques
should be developed [22], [23].

This work intends to contribute to the advances of multi-
sensor perception for autonomous vehicle systems by focusing
on multimodal late fusion strategies for object classification.
This study addresses deep learning algorithms to process
LIDAR (3D point clouds) and camera data (RGB images).
Additionally, we propose a new weighting strategy named
Average Weighting Range (AWR) which uses the relationship
between the classification performance and the distance to the
objects; despite its simple nature, the AWR technique achieved
promising results. This paper presents extensive experiments
using single and multimodalities, and reports comparisons
using state-of-the-art late fusion techniques; additionally, we

propose distance-based learning approaches (using SVM and
Genetic Algorithm) to combine multimodality models.

II. RELATED WORK

Robotic perception systems usually take into account meth-
ods capable of extracting useful characteristics (knowledge)
of the data being analyzed, such as deep learning methods
using convolution concepts to process images [8] and 3D data
[19], [21]. The concept of image classification is well defined
through networks that employ layers of convolutions. How-
ever, many network architectures are extensive and require
large quantities of time and memory. An alternative to reduce
time and memory is transfer learning or ‘neural implants’,
which are layers attached to a trained network, allowing the
network to learn new tasks with few examples [24].
3D point clouds can be used directly in neural networks,

i.e., with no need to project them on a 2D plane, such
as the PointNet method used for detection/classification and
segmentation of static point clouds [20], [21]. In contrast,
the networks FlowNet3D [25] and PointFlowNet [26] are
able to estimate scene flow, that is to say, they estimate 3D
motions of point clouds from a time-evolving environment.
The application of networks by employing point clouds should
consider the robustness of identifying which points are part
of the object. This means that the network must be able to
recognize adversarial point clouds, in other words, to verify
the robustness of network against adversarial attack [27].

To ensure safe driving on roads and highways, for both
drivers and non-drivers, the technologies embedded in au-
tonomous vehicles have to take into account the estimation
of the position and orientation of the vehicle itself. In this
way, the research developed by [28] presented an architec-
ture with several deep neural networks and point clouds to
localization for autonomous driving by calculating eigenvalues
using PointNet [29], and 3D CNN. First, it extracts the key-
points defined by means of the neighbors eigenvalues of a 3D
point. The PointNet extracts features, which are the inputs of
the 3D convolutional neural networks (3D CNN). The 3D
CNN regularizes the volume over the dimensions. In addition,
recurrent neural networks are used to process temporal motion
dynamics.

An alternative strategy for LIDAR data processing consists
of transforming the 3D data in a 2D representation, what
could facilitate and simplify the utilization of state-of-the-art
deep-CNN models. By projecting depth (distance/range view)
and reflectance (intensity return) data, the resulting 2D-LIDAR
“images” can be directly processed by off-the-shelf CNNs.
Nonetheless, the point clouds generated by the LIDAR sensor
are sparse and, therefore, such points must be sampled to
obtain high-resolution range maps. Such maps can be obtained
with different size of sliding windows and upsampling tech-
niques such as Bilateral Filter, Inverse Distance Weighting,
Ordinary Kriging, Delaunay triangulation, horizontal disparity
processing [30], [31].

In early and late fusion systems, the input and output data,
respectively, are combined for the purpose of obtaining a
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Fig. 3: An example of a depth map (DM ), the last image,
obtained by applying Bilateral Filter on the LIDAR points that
have been transformed from 3D to image (pixel) coordinates,
as shown in the 2nd image.

better and more robust classification result. Early fusion is the
fusion of information/data at the input level of the classifiers;
for example, images obtained from different modalities (e.g.,
RGB images and depth maps) can be inputted into a multi-
channel single CNN model. On the other hand, late fusion
combines the scores (or confident level) from more than
one learning model at the decision level [11], [13], [32].
Fusion schemes can be also carried out by machine learning
algorithms, such as Support Vector Machines, Artificial Neural
Network, Genetic Algorithms, among other techniques [33],
[34]. In fact, the classification models can be processed “in
parallel” and, at a certain stage, the resulting individual outputs
can then be combined to perform the late fusion [10], [12],
[31], [35].

III. METHODOLOGY AND TECHNIQUES

In this section, the process of generating depth maps i.e.,
2D range view representation, out of a 3D point cloud is
described, followed by the dataset description, and the late
fusion techniques.

A. Depth Maps from LIDAR Data

When the LIDAR is calibrated with respect to a camera, it is
simple to find the correspondence between the 3D coordinates
of a point and the pixel values in the image plane, that is, each
LIDAR-point will contain the position in pixels coordinates
(u, v)i and, associated to that, the range/distance value ri,
with i = 1, . . . n [36]–[38]. For the purpose of obtaining a
high-resolution 2D representation of the 3D point cloud PC,
the 2D − PC projections are upsampled within the image
plane, resulting in a depth map as shown in Fig. 3. We have

Fig. 4: Labeled car, pedestrian, and cyclist examples on RGB
(colour images) and DM representation.

used a tailored version of the Bilateral Filter (a spatial filter
method) implemented by using a sliding window with a mask
M = 13 × 13 in size. In this work, the depth map (DM )
contains range LIDAR data; which means the camera images
were considered for calibration and visualization purposes
only. In order to estimate the desired ‘depth’ value of the
central-pixel of the mask, the implemented Bilateral Filter uses
a bespoke weighting solution.

B. Dataset and Objects Distance Distribution

We manually cropped objects out of RGB images, depth
maps (DM ) and point clouds (PC), and then built a classi-
fication dataset containing three classes: vehicles (cars, vans,
and trucks), pedestrians, and cyclists. Figure 4 shows some
examples of the object classes. The number of objects (ex-
amples) on the training (vehicles=20632, pedestrian=2827 and
cyclists=1025), validation (vehicles=2293, pedestrian=314 and
cyclists=114) and testing (vehicles=9825, pedestrian=1346 and
cyclists=488) sets is shown in Fig. 5, and also the distribution
of the number of objects as function of the distance. Since
one of the objectives of this work is to evaluate late fusion
techniques that incorporate the distance to the objects as
a relevant feature, the distance-distribution is an important
factor. Figure 5 presents the percentage of objects, per class,
w.r.t. the distance in meters as measured by the LIDAR sensor.

The distance of each object was obtained through the
LIDAR projections and by considering the ‘unbiased’ average
distance of it (each point on the depth map corresponds to
a distance value), after eliminating their respective maximum
and minimum values.

Before we calculate distances from point clouds, the 3D
training dataset was studied by increasing the number of points
belonging to the objects’ set of points, as an optimal way to
train the PointNet model, which requires a fixed input size.
Then, we have performed upsampling and downsampling to
guarantee the input dimension is constant i.e., every point set
belonging to an object has the same number of points. Along
these lines, we got the datasets with 64, 128, 256, 512 and
1024 points to train the PointNet. The best classification result
on the training was achieved with the 256 points, according to
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Fig. 5: The bar-graph (top-left) shows the number of examples
per class (vehicles, cyclists, and pedestrians) on the training
(24484 objects), validation (2721 objects) and testing (11659
objects) datasets, respectively. The other graphs show the
distribution of examples separated by the categories and by
the distance in meters.

TABLE I: Classification results on the training, in terms of
F-score (in %), for the 3D point clouds using the PointNet
model.

Classes PC
64 128 256 512 1024

Ped. 75.65 86.85 95.70 91.93 86.10
Veh. 96.45 98.42 99.41 99.01 98.04
Cyc. 16.90 72.63 91.74 82.41 70.43
Ave. 63.00 85.97 96.62 91.12 84.86

Table I, where ‘Ped.’, ‘Veh.’, ‘Cyc.’ and ‘Ave.’ denote pedes-
trian, vehicles, cyclists, and the simple average, respectively.
All the learning models were trained from scratch.

C. Weighted Object Distance Fusion

A new late fusion study is proposed in this paper, which
takes the form of a weighted average (w), where the weights
were obtained from distances of the DMs and PCs with the
normalized classifiers F-scores on the training and validation
dataset. The motivation comes from the fact that the LIDAR
deep-models performance drops as the distance to the objects
increases. On the other hand, the RGB model classification
performance is relatively uniform with respect to distance from
objects.

The average F-score, used as performance measure, were
calculated considering the number of objects by increasing
distance on the training and validation set, as per measured
by the LIDAR, according to Figure 6. As a consequence,
the weighting strategy can be interpreted as a function of
the objects’s distances and the classifiers (considering the
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(a) Curves for two modalities: YC + YLDM or YC + YLPC .
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(b) Curves for three modalities: YC + YLDM + YLPC .

Fig. 6: These curves show the normalized average F-scores
obtained from the LIDAR-based model (DMs and PCs) for
increasing distance of objects. The curves on the left represent
the weights for the DMs and PCs modalities, while the
curves on the right are the weights for the RGB modality,
i.e., the weight wi.

DM -CNN and PC-PointNet models) performance (F-score
× Distance).

Fig. 6a shows the normalized average F-score with maxi-
mum value of 0.5, therefore we guarantee that the RGB model
outputs (yC) will have a maximum weight equal to 0.5, while
the Fig. 6b was normalized with a maximum value of 0.333.

Basically, the weights w depend on the models using
PCs and DMs representations, and their performance on
the training and validation set measured by the F-score for
increasing objects distance values. The output (y) of this late
fusion method (denoted by AWR) is formulated according to
the expression as follows

y =
(
1−

∑

i

wi

)
yC +

∑

i

wiyLi
(1)

where y is the final score (output) after the fusion, yC is the
classification score from the camera (RGB) model, yLi is the
output from the LIDAR model, and i is the index denoting the
LIDAR-based classifier that can be DM , PC, or both. The
weight wi, for a given LIDAR-classifier, follows a F-score
curve in the Fig. 6, which also depends on the distance to the
object.
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TABLE II: F-score for single modalities on the test.

Modalities RGB DM PC
F-score 96.24 89.55 88.46

D. Late Fusion Techniques

The late fusion methods usually assume independence on
the classifiers outputs [11], [32]. We report comparative re-
sults using the following deterministic late fusion strategies:
maximum, minimum, average, and normalized product (2).

Smax = maxi(Si)
Smim = mini(Si)

Saver =
1

n

n∑

i=1

Si

Sprod =

∏n
i=1 Si∏n

i=1 Si +
∏n

i=1(1− Si)
(2)

where n is the number of models, and Si is the confidence
score (output or ‘likelihood’) from a given model i.e., a CNN
or PointNet network.

Learning strategies based on a SVM (support vector ma-
chine) [39] and a GA (genetic algorithm) [40], [41] have been
implemented as well. Additionally, the later methods were also
incorporated to the object range/distance, obtained through the
PCs and/or DMs representations, as an additional feature
together with the scores from the single models of CNNs and
PointNet. In this case, the methods are designated by GAR

and SVMR.
The fitness function of the genetic algorithm is defined by

Equation 3, aiming at maximizing the average F-score.

y = I1

(
1−

∑

i

wi

)
yC + I2

∑

i

wiyLi (3)

where I1 and I2 are individuals (“chromosomes”). The other
parameters are the same as in Equation (1). If the genetic
algorithm does not consider the distance in the calculations,
then the Equation (3) does not have the weighting terms wi.

IV. EVALUATION AND RESULTS

We have considered three types of datasets for evaluation
purposes: RGB, DM , and PC. These single modalities
classification result on the testing set, measured by F-score,
using the Inception V3 CNN (RGB images and DMs),
as well as PointNet (PCs), which are shown in Table II
i.e., without fusion strategy. Likewise, the results using late
fusion techniques are shown in Table III, where the overall
classification performance surpassed the single modalities.

The traditional methods of late fusion, as maximum, min-
imum, average, product, SVM and GA, without considering
the values of the distances of the objects, have presented
satisfactory performance, mainly for the fusion modalities
YC + YLPC

and YC + YLDM
+ YLPC

using N-Product and
GA, respectively, which have represented the best overall
performance for those two modalities (as shown in Table

TABLE III: Average F-score, using late fusion and multi-
modality representations on the testing set.

Late
Fusion

Modalities
YC + YLDM

YC + YLPC
YC + YLDM

+ YLPC

Max. 96.88 96.91 96.75
Min. 97.03 96.95 96.97
Ave. 96.88 97.00 96.52

NProd. 97.14 97.10 97.01
GA 97.05 97.03 97.27

SVM 96.46 96.59 96.24
GAR 96.34 96.27 96.26
SVMR 96.52 96.60 96.57
AWR 97.22 96.98 96.26

III). When considering distance/range in fusion strategies,
such as SVMR, GAR and WAR, the performance has been
equivalent to the previous cases. However, for the combination
of YC +YLDM

the proposed method (WAR) has achieved the
best result among all models.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND REMARKS

This paper presents a thorough study on multiple classifiers
combination, based on late fusion strategy, for object classi-
fication in robotic-perception environment. The classification
techniques, using deep CNNs, were performed on three sensor
data representations modalities: RGB images (using monocu-
lar camera), depth maps (or range view) and 3D point clouds
obtained by a 3D LIDAR sensor. To evaluate the techniques
a 3-class object classification has been created, whose classes
are: vehicles (cars, vans, and trucks), cyclists, and pedestrians.

One of the key contributions of the paper was to show the
importance of considering the object distance as an additional
cue to be incorporated in a perception system. This work
focus on late fusion strategies to combine/fuse the output
(likelihoods or confident level) from the neural networks. A tai-
lored distance-based method (designated by WAR) has been
proposed as a weighting function of the CNNs performance on
the training set with respect to the object distance as measured
by the LIDAR sensor.

In terms of performance on the testing set, the best result
for the YC + YLDM

modality was achieved by the proposed
WAR method, while the best results for YC + YLPC

and
YC + YLDM

+ YLPC
modalities were achieved by the nor-

malized product and the genetic algorithm, respectively. The
present study is promising and is worth of more attention,
particularly on the idea of a performance measure regarding
object distances which can be taken into consideration in
multi-classifiers combination.

Finally, based on the results related to object distances and
the fusion strategy presented in this paper, LIDAR and camera
sensors are complementary, that is to say, the fusion between
the two modalities has improved the overall performance, and
therefore is relevant to multisensor perception systems.
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